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Announcements

� Homework assignment #4 due Friday, Oct 28

� To be presented after 1:30pm in lab 260

� Late submissions for project #3 accepted until tomorrow 
(grading starts at 2pm)

� Midterm exam: Thursday, Oct 27, 2-3:20pmMidterm exam: Thursday, Oct 27, 2-3:20pm

� Midterm tutorial: Tuesday, Oct 25, 3:45-5pm, Atkinson 
Hall, room 4004
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Lecture Overview

� Shader programming

� Vertex shaders

� Fragment shaders

� GLSL

� Texturing

� Overview
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Programmable Pipeline

� Replace functionality in parts of the pipeline by user 
specified programs

� Called shaders, or shader programs

� Not all functionality in the pipeline is programmable
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Shader Programs

� Written in a shading language

� Cg: early shading language by NVidia

� Shading languages today:

� GLSL for OpenGL (GL shading language)

� HLSL for DirectX (high level shading language)

� Syntax similar to C

� Development driven by more and more flexible GPUs
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Programmable Pipeline

Modeling and viewing

transformation

Shading

Projection

Scene

Vertex program

Executed once for each 

vertex

Frame-buffer access

(z-buffering)

Projection

Rasterization

Image

Fragment program

Executed once for each 

fragment (rasterized 

pixel)

Fragment processing
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Programmable Pipeline

Not programmable:

� Projective division

� Rasterization
� Determination of which pixels lie inside a triangle

� Vertex attribute interpolation (color, texture coordinates)

� Access to frame buffer� Access to frame buffer
� Texture filtering

� Z-buffering

� Frame buffer blending
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Shader Programming

� Application programmer can provide:

� No shaders, standard OpenGL functions are executed

� Vertex shader only

� Fragment shader only

� Vertex and fragment shaders

� Each shader is a separate piece of code in a separate 
text file

� Output of vertex shader is interpolated at each 
fragment and accessible as input to fragment shader
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Vertex Programs

� Executed once for every vertex

� Replaces functionality for

� Model-view, projection transformation

� Per-vertex shading

� If you use a vertex program, you need to � If you use a vertex program, you need to 
implement this functionality in the 
program

� Vertex shader often used for animation

� Characters

� Particle systems
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Fragment Programs

� Executed once for every fragment

� Implements functionality for

� Advanced Texturing

� Per pixel shading

� Bump mapping� Bump mapping
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Summary

� Most often, vertex and fragment shaders work together 
to achieve a desired effect
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Lecture Overview

� Shader programming

� Vertex shaders

� Fragment shaders

� GLSL

� Texturing

� Overview
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Vertex Programs

Vertex

Vertex attributes

Coordinates in object space,

additional vertex attributes

From application

Uniform parameters Vertex

program

To rasterizer

Transformed vertices,

processed vertex attributes

Uniform parameters

OpenGL state,

application specified

parameters
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Types of Input Data

� Vertex attributes

� Change for each execution of the vertex program

� Predefined OpenGL attributes (color, position, etc.)

� User defined attributes 

� Uniform parameters

� Normally the same for all vertices

� OpenGL state variables

� Application defined parameters
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Vertex Attributes

� “Data that flows down the pipeline with each vertex”

� Per-vertex data that your application specifies

� E.g., vertex position, color, normal, texture coordinates

� Declared using attribute storage classifier in your 

shader codeshader code

� Read-only
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Vertex Attributes

� OpenGL vertex attributes accessible through predefined
variables

attribute vec4 gl_Vertex;

attribute vec3 gl_Normal;

attribute vec4 gl_Color;

etc.etc.

� Optional user defined attributes
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OpenGL State Variables

� Provide access to state of rendering pipeline, which 
you set through OpenGL calls in application

� Predefined variables
uniform mat4 gl_ModelViewMatrix;

uniform mat4 gl_ModelViewProjectionMatrix;

uniform mat4 gl_ProjectionMatrix;uniform mat4 gl_ProjectionMatrix;

uniform gl_LightSourceParameters

gl_LightSource[gl_MaxLights];

etc.

� Declared using uniform storage classifier
� Read-only
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Uniform Parameters

� Parameters that are set by the application

� Should not change frequently

� Not on a per-vertex basis!

� Will be the same for each vertex until application changes 
it againit again

� Declared using uniform storage classifier

� Read-only
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Uniform Parameters

� To access, use glGetUniformLocation, glUniform*

in application

� Example

� In shader declare
uniform float a;

� In application, set a using� In application, set a using
GLuint p;

//… initialize program p

int i=glGetUniformLocation(p,”a”); 

glUniform1f(i, 1.f);
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Output Variables

� Required output: homogeneous vertex coordinates
vec4 gl_Position

� varying outputs
� Mechanism to send data to the fragment shader
� Will be interpolated during rasterization
� Interpolated values accessible in fragment shader (using 
same variable name)
Interpolated values accessible in fragment shader (using 
same variable name)

� Predefined varying outputs
varying vec4 gl_FrontColor;
varying vec4 gl_TexCoord[ ];
etc.

� User defined varying outputs
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Output Variables

Note

� Any predefined output variable that you do not overwrite 
will assume the value of the current OpenGL state

� E.g., your vertex shader does not use 
varying vec4 gl_TexCoord[ ]

� Your fragment shader may still read it, but the value will be 
defiled by the OpenGL state 
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Vertex Programs

Limitations

� Cannot write data to memory accessible by application

� Workaround: CUDA Direct Memory Access

� Cannot pass data between vertices

� Each vertex is independentEach vertex is independent

� Except for latest graphics cards:
For each incoming vertex there is one outgoing vertex

� Generally cannot generate new geometry

� Exception: Geometry Shader (since OpenGL 3.2) 
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Lecture Overview

� Shader programming

� Vertex shaders

� Fragment shaders

� GLSL

� Texturing

� Overview
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Fragment Programs

Fragment

Fragment data

Interpolated vertex attributes,

additional fragment attributes

From rasterizer

Uniform parameters Fragment

program

To fixed framebuffer 

access functionality

(z-buffering, etc.)

Fragment color,

depth

Uniform parameters

OpenGL state,

application specified

parameters
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Types of Input Data

Fragment data
� Change for each execution of the fragment program
� Interpolated from vertex data during rasterization, 
varying variables 

� Interpolated fragment color, texture coordinates 
� Standard OpenGL fragment data accessible through 
predefined variables
Standard OpenGL fragment data accessible through 
predefined variables
varying vec4 gl_Color;
varying vec4 gl_TexCoord[ ];
etc.

� Note varying storage classifier, read-only
� User defined data possible, too 
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Types of Input Data

Uniform parameters

� Same as in vertex shader

�OpenGL state

�Application defined parameters�Application defined parameters
� Use glGetUniformLocation, glUniform* in 

application
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Output Variables

� Predefined outputs
� gl_FragColor

� gl_FragDepth

� OpenGL writes these to the frame buffer

� Result is undefined if you do not write these variablesResult is undefined if you do not write these variables
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Fragment Programs

Limitations

� Cannot read frame buffer (color, depth)

� Can only write to frame buffer pixel that corresponds to 
fragment being processed
� No random write access to frame buffer

� Limited number of varying variables passed from � Limited number of varying variables passed from 
vertex to fragment shader

� Limited number of application-defined uniform 
parameters
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“Hello World” Fragment Program

� main() function is executed for every fragment

� Use predefined variables

� Draws every pixel in green color

void main() void main() 

{ 

gl_FragColor = vec4(0.0,1.0,0.0,1.0); 

} 
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Lecture Overview

� Shader programming

� Vertex shaders

� Fragment shaders

� GLSL

� Texturing

� Overview
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GLSL Main Features

� Similar to C language

� attribute, uniform, varying storage 

classifiers 

� Set of predefined variables

� Access per vertex, per fragment data� Access per vertex, per fragment data

� Access OpenGL state

� Built-in vector data types, vector operations

� No pointers

� No direct access to data, variables in your C++ code 
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Example: Per-pixel Diffuse Lighting
// Vertex shader, stored in file diffuse.vert

varying vec3 normal, lightDir;

void main()

{

lightDir = normalize(vec3(gl_LightSource[0].position));

normal = normalize(gl_NormalMatrix * gl_Normal);

gl_Position = ftransform();

}

// Pixel shader, stored in file diffuse.frag

varying vec3 normal, lightDir;

void main()

{

gl_FragColor = 

gl_LightSource[0].diffuse * 

max(dot(normalize(normal), normalize(lightDir)),0.0) * 

gl_FrontMaterial.diffuse;

}
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Creating Shaders in OpenGL

Source: OpenGL Programming Guide33



GLSL Quick Reference Guide

http://www.opengl.org/sdk/libs/OpenSceneGraph/glsl_quickref.pdf
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GLSL Quick Reference Guide

http://www.opengl.org/sdk/libs/OpenSceneGraph/glsl_quickref.pdf
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Tutorials and Documentation

� OpenGL and GLSL specifications
http://www.opengl.org/documentation/specs/

� GLSL tutorials
http://www.lighthouse3d.com/opengl/glsl/

http://www.clockworkcoders.com/oglsl/tutorials.html

OpenGL Programming Guide (Red Book)� OpenGL Programming Guide (Red Book)

� OpenGL Shading Language (Orange Book)
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Lecture Overview

� Shader programming

� Vertex shaders

� Fragment shaders

� GLSL

� Texturing

� Overview
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Large Triangles

Pros:

� Often sufficient for simple 
geometry

� Fast to render

Cons:Cons:

� Per vertex colors look bad

� Need more interesting surfaces
� Detailed color variation, small 
scale bumps, roughness
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Texture Mapping

� Attach textures (images) onto 
surfaces

� Same triangle count, much more 
realistic appearance
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Texture Mapping

� Goal: assign locations in texture to 
locations on 3D geometry

� Introduce texture space

� Texture pixels (texels) have texture 
coordinates (s,t)

Convention

(1,1)

t

� Convention

� Bottom left corner of texture is at
(s,t) = (0,0)

� Top right corner is at (s,t) = (1,1)
(0,0)

s

Texture space
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Texture Mapping

� Store texture coordinates at each triangle vertex

(1,1)

(0.65,0.75)

v1

(s,t) = (0.65,0.75) 

v0

(s,t) = (0.6,0.4) 

(0.4,0.45)

(0.6,0.4)

(0,0)
s

t

Texture space

(0.65,0.75)

Triangle (in any space before projection)

(s,t) = (0.6,0.4) 

v2

(s,t) = (0.4,0.45) 
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Texture Mapping

� Each point on triangle has barycentric coordinates α, β, γ

� Use barycentric coordinates to interpolate texture 
coordinates

(1,1)
v1

(s,t) = (0.65,0.75) 

(0.4,0.45)

(0.6,0.4)

(0,0)
s

t

(0.65,0.75)

v0

(s,t) = (0.6,0.4) 

v2

(s,t) = (0.4,0.45) 

Texture space
Triangle (in any space before projection)
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Texture Mapping

� Each point on triangle has corresponding point in texture

(1,1)

(0.65,0.75)

v1

(s,t) = (0.65,0.75) 

(0.4,0.45)

(0.6,0.4)

(0,0)
s

tv0

(s,t) = (0.6,0.4) 

v2

(s,t) = (0.4,0.45) 

Texture space
Triangle (in any space before projection)
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Rendering

� Given

� Texture coordinates at each vertex

� Texture image

� At each pixel, use barycentric coordinates to interpolate 
texture coordinatestexture coordinates

� Look up corresponding texel 

� Paint current pixel with texel color

� All computations are done on the GPU
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Texture Mapping

Modeling and viewing

transformation

Shading

Projection

Primitives

Includes texture mapping

Frame-buffer access

(z-buffering)

Projection

Rasterization

Image

Fragment processing
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Texture Look-Up

� Given interpolated texture coordinates (s, t) at current 
pixel

� Closest four texels in texture space are at

(s0,t0), (s1,t0), (s0,t1), (s1,t1)

� How to compute pixel color?
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Nearest-Neighbor Interpolation

� Use color of closest texel

t1

t

� Simple, but low quality and aliasing
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Bilinear Interpolation

1. Linear interpolation horizontally:

Ratio in s direction rs:

ctop = tex(s0,t1) (1-rs) + tex(s1,t1) rs

01

0

ss

ss
r

s

−

−
=

t
top 0 1 s 1 1 s

cbot = tex(s0, t0) (1-rs) + tex(s1,t0) rs
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2. Linear interpolation vertically

Ratio in t direction rt:

c = cbot (1-rt) + ctop rt

Bilinear Interpolation

01

0

tt

tt
r
t

−

−
=

t1
ctop

c = cbot (1-rt) + ctop rt
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Next Lecture

� More on Texture Mapping
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